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Abstract—Dynamic exploration techniques play a significant role in automated web application testing and analysis. However, a general web application crawler that exhaustively explores the state space can become mired in limited specific regions of the web application, yielding poor functionality coverage. In this paper, we propose a feedback-directed web application exploration technique to derive test models. While exploring, our approach dynamically measures and applies a combination of code coverage impact, navigational diversity, and structural diversity, to decide a-priori (1) which state should be expanded, and (2) which event should be exercised next to maximize the overall coverage, while minimizing the size of the test model. Our approach is implemented in a tool called FEEDEx. We have empirically evaluated the efficacy of FEEDEx using six web applications. The results show that our technique is successful in yielding higher coverage while reducing the size of the test model, compared to classical exhaustive techniques such as depth-first, breadth-first, and random exploration.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Modern web applications make extensive use of JavaScript to dynamically mutate the Document Object Model (DOM) in order to provide responsive interactions within the browser. Due to this highly dynamic nature of such applications, dynamic analysis and exploration (also know as crawling) play a significant role [10] in many automated web application testing techniques [2], [4], [7], [16], [18], [20], [22], [23], [34]. Such testing techniques depend on data and models generated dynamically through web application crawling.

Most web application exploration techniques used for testing apply an exhaustive search in order to achieve a “complete” coverage of the application state-space and functionality. An assumption often made is that the state-space of the application is completely coverable in a reasonable amount of time. In reality, however, most industrial web applications have a huge dynamic state-space and exhaustive crawling – e.g., through breadth-first search (BFS), depth-first search (DFS), or random search – can cause the state explosion problem. In addition, a generic crawler that exhaustively explores the states can become mired in irrelevant regions of the web application [25], producing large test models that yield poor functionality coverage.

Because exploring the whole state-space can be infeasible (state explosion) and undesirable (time constrains), the challenge we are targeting in this paper is to automatically derive an incomplete test model but with adequate functionality coverage, in a timely manner.

To that end, we propose a novel feedback-directed exploration technique, called FEEDEx, which is focused on efficiently covering a web application’s functionality to generate test models. We propose four metrics to capture different aspects of a test model, namely code coverage impact, navigational diversity, page structural diversity, and test model size. Using a combination of these four metrics, our approach dynamically monitors the exploration and its history. It uses the feedback obtained to decide a-priori (1) which states should be expanded, and (2) which events should be exercised next, so that a subset of the total state-space is effectively captured for adequate test case generation.

The main contributions of our work include:

• We present a feedback-directed exploration technique that selectively covers a subset of the state-space of a given web application to generate an adequate test model;
• We propose the notions of coverage impact and diversity – i.e., navigational and page structural diversity – to capture different aspects of derived test models;
• We describe an event execution method, which prioritizes events based on their historical productivity in producing relevant states;
• We implement our approach in a tool called FEEDEx, which is freely available;
• We empirically evaluate the efficacy of our approach on six Web 2.0 applications. The results show that our method yields much better code coverage (10% at the minimum), and diversity (23% at the minimum), compared to traditional exhaustive methods. In addition, our approach is able to reduce the size of the derived test model and test suite by at least 38% and 42%, respectively.

II. BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION

Web 2.0 Applications. The advent of recent Web and browser technologies has led to the proliferation of modern – also known as Web 2.0 – web applications, with enhanced user interaction and more efficient client-side execution. Building on web technologies such as AJAX, Web 2.0 applications execute a significant amount of JavaScript code in the browser.
A large portion of this code is dedicated to interact with the Document Object Model (DOM) to update the user interface at runtime. In turn, these incremental updates lead to dynamically generated execution states within the browser.

Automated Test Model Generation. Model-based testing uses models of program behaviour to generate test cases. These test models are either specified manually or derived automatically.

Tool support for exploring (or “crawling”) dynamic states of web applications enables automated test model derivation. Unlike traditional static hyper-linked web pages, automatically exploring Web 2.0 applications is challenging because many of the user interface state changes are (1) event-driven, (2) caused by the execution of client-side application code, and (3) represented by dynamically mutating the internal DOM tree in the browser. In the recent past, web crawlers have been proposed that can explore event-driven DOM mutations in Web 2.0 applications. For instance, CRAWLJAX [19] uses dynamic analysis to exercise and crawl client-side states of Web 2.0 applications. It incrementally reverse engineers a model, called State-Flow Graph (SFG), which captures dynamic DOM states and event-driven transitions connecting them. This SFG model is formally defined as follows:

Definition 1: A state-flow graph SFG for a Web 2.0 application A, is a labeled directed graph, denoted by a 4-tuple $r, V, E, \mathcal{L}$ where:

1) $r$ is the root node (called Index) representing the initial state after A has been fully loaded into the browser.
2) $V$ is a set of vertices representing the states. Each $v \in V$ represents a runtime DOM state in A.
3) $E$ is a set of (directed) edges between vertices. Each $(v_1, v_2) \in E$ represents a clickable $e$ connecting two states if and only if state $v_2$ is reached by executing $e$ in state $v_1$.
4) $\mathcal{L}$ is a labelling function that assigns a label, from a set of event types and DOM element properties, to each edge.
5) SFG can have multi-edges and be cyclic. $\square$

To infer this SFG, events (e.g., clicks) are automatically generated on candidate clickables, i.e., user interface elements of the web application that can potentially change the state of the application. An example is a DIV element, dynamically bound to an event-listener, which when clicked calls a JavaScript function, which in turn mutates the DOM inside the browser (see Figures 3 and 4). Only when the event generated results in a state change, the candidate clickable is seen as a real clickable and the new state and the clickable are added to the SFG.

An example of such a SFG is shown in Figure 1. Such an automatically inferred test model can be utilized in test case generation [20], by adopting different graph coverage methods (e.g., all states/edges/paths/transition coverage).

Motivation. Given that (1) most industrial web applications have a huge dynamic state-space, which can cause the state explosion problem, (2) dynamic exploration is time-consuming, and (3) in any realistic software development environment, the amount of time dedicated to testing is limited, opting for the exploration of a partial subset of the total state-space of a given web application seems like a pragmatic feasible solution.

Given a specific amount of time, there are, however, different ways of exploring this partial subset. For example, assume that the SFG in Figure 1, including the dashed nodes and edges, represents the complete state model of a web application. Also assume that our allowed crawling time is limited to 4 event executions and our crawler applies a depth-first search. If the explored sequence of exercised clickables is $e_1, e_2, e_2, e_2$, we retrieve states $s_1, s_2, s_3$, and $s_4$, all of which belong to same crawling path. It could also be the case that the crawler has a predetermined order for event execution. Consider a crawler in which $e_3$ always executes before $e_2$. The sequence of the resulting clicks would then become $e_1, e_2, e_3, e_2$ which results in discovering only 3 states, namely $s_1, s_2$, and $s_3$. Another example, depicted in Figures 3–4, includes exploring states behind next and previous links. This is a typical scenario in which exhaustive crawlers can become mired in specific parts of the web application, yielding poor functionality coverage.

Because a complete exploration of the whole application can be infeasible (state explosion), undesirable (time constraints), and inefficient (large test model derived that yields low coverage), the challenge we are targeting in this paper is to derive an incomplete test model that can adequately provide functionality coverage.

III. Approach

The goal of our work is to automatically derive a test model that captures different aspects of the given web application’s client-side functionality. In the next subsections, we present these desired aspects of a test model, followed by a salient description of our feedback-directed exploration technique, called FEEDEX.

A. Deriving Test Models

A web crawler is generally evaluated on its ability to retrieve relevant and desirable content [1], [25], [31]. In this work, we propose metrics that target relevance and desirability in the context of web application testing. We believe that a test model derived automatically from a web application should
A test suite generated from a derived test model can only cover the maximum functionality contained in the test model, and not more. For instance consider Figure 1. If the inferred test model does not capture events e6 and e7 the generated test suite will not be able to cover the underlying functionality behind those two events. Therefore, it is important to derive a test model that possesses adequate coverage of the web application when the end goal is test suite generation.

Navigational Coverage. The navigational structure of a web application allows its users to navigate it in various directions. For instance s3 and s4 are both on the same navigational path, whereas s3 and s8 are on different branches (Figure 1). To cover the navigational structure adequately, we believe that a test model should cover different navigational branches of the web application.

Page Structural Coverage. The structure of a webpage in terms of its internal DOM elements, attributes, and values, provides the main interaction interface with end users. Each page structure provides a different degree of content and functionality. To capture this structural functionality adequately, we believe a test model should cover heterogeneous DOM structures of the web application.

Size. The size of the derived test model has a direct impact on the number of generated test cases and event executions within each test case. Reducing the size of the test model can decrease both the cost of maintaining the generated test suite and the number of test cases that must be rerun after changes are made to the software [12]. Thus, while deriving test models, the size should be optimized as long as the reduction does not adversely influence the coverage. We consider the number of events (edges) in the SFG as an indicator of the model size since test case generation is done by traversing the sequence of events.

B. Feedback-directed Exploration Algorithm

In this paper, we refer to the process of executing candidate clickables of a state as state expansion. Figure 2 depicts an overview of our approach. At a high level, it dynamically analyzes the exploration history at runtime, including previously covered states and events, to anticipate about and decide a-priori (1) which state should be expanded next, and (2) from the state that is selected for expansion, which event (i.e., clickable element) should be exercised.

Given a Web 2.0 application, a maximum exploration time \( t \), and a maximum number of states to explore \( n \), the intent is to maximize the test model coverage while reducing the model size within \( t \). The rationale behind our technique is to reward states and events that have a substantial impact on different aspects of a test model (and penalize those that do not). Our exploration strategy, shown in Algorithm 1, applies a greedy approach to select and expand a partially expanded state.

Definition 2: A partially expanded state is a state, during exploration, which still contains one or more unexercised candidate clickables.

In Figure 1, both s6 and s8 are partially expanded states. To expand the next partially expanded state, while exploring, we calculate a state score (explained in Section III-C) for each state that needs to be expanded, at runtime; this score prioritizes partially expanded states selectively so that a test model with enhanced aspects can be inferred for testing. Our key insight is that by dynamically measuring and expanding states with the highest scores, we can construct a state-flow graph of an application, yielding higher overall coverage. In addition to the state score, our approach prioritizes events based on their productivity ratio (described in Section III-D).

Algorithm 1: Feedback-directed Exploration

\[
\text{Algorithm 1: Feedback-directed Exploration} \\
\text{input : A Web 2.0 application } A, \text{ the maximum exploration time } t, \text{ the maximum number of states to explore } n, \text{ exploration strategy } \text{STR} \\
\text{output: The inferred state-flow graph } SFG \\
\text{1 } SFG \leftarrow \text{ADDINITIALSTATE}(A) \\
\text{2 } \text{PROCEDURE EXPLORE() BEGIN} \\
\text{3 } \quad \text{WHILE CONSTRAINTSATISFIED}(t, n) \text{ DO} \\
\text{4 } \quad \quad \text{FOR } s_i \in \text{PES} \text{ DO} \\
\text{5 } \quad \quad \quad \text{FOR } s_j \in \text{PES} \& s_j \neq s_i \text{ DO} \\
\text{6 } \quad \quad \quad \quad \text{SCORE}(s_i, s_j) \leftarrow \text{GETSCORE}(s_i, s_j, \text{STR}) \\
\text{7 } \quad \quad \quad \quad \text{MINSCORE}(s_i) \leftarrow \text{GETMINSCORE}(s_i) \\
\text{8 } \quad \quad \quad s \leftarrow \text{GETNEXTTOEXPLORESTATE}(\text{PES, MinScore}) \\
\text{9 } \quad \quad \text{C} \leftarrow \text{PRIORITIZEEVENTS}(s) \\
\text{10 } \quad \quad \text{FOR } c \in C \text{ DO} \\
\text{11 } \quad \quad \quad \text{browser.GOTO}(SFG, \text{GETPATH}(s)) \\
\text{12 } \quad \quad \quad \text{dom} \leftarrow \text{browser.GETDOM}() \\
\text{13 } \quad \quad \quad \text{robot.FireEvent}(c) \\
\text{14 } \quad \quad \quad \text{new_dom} \leftarrow \text{browser.GETDOM}() \\
\text{15 } \quad \quad \quad \text{IF } \text{dom}.\text{HASCHANGED}(\text{new_dom}) \text{ THEN} \\
\text{16 } \quad \quad \quad \quad \text{SFG.UPDATE}(c, \text{new_dom}) \\
\text{17 } \quad \quad \quad \text{EXPLORE()} \\
\text{18 } \quad \quad \text{return } SFG \\
\text{PROCEDURE EXPLORE() END} \\
\text{END} \\
\]
• For each partially expanded state, compute the state score with respect to other unexpanded states (Lines 4-6). The score of a state is the minimum pair-wise state score of that state (Line 7);
• Choose the state with the highest fitness (score) value as the next state to expand (Line 8);
• On the chosen state for expansion, prioritize the events based on their event score (Line 9);
• Take the browser to the chosen state and execute the highest ranked event according to the prioritized order (Lines 10-3);
• If the DOM state is changed after the event execution, update the SFG accordingly (Lines 14-16) and call the Explore procedure (line 17).

C. State Expansion Strategy

In this section, we describe our state expansion strategy, which is used to prioritize partially expanded states based on their overall contributions towards the different desired properties of the test model.

Code Coverage Impact. One primary objective for generating a test model is to achieve an adequate code coverage of the core functionality of the system. Note that we only consider the client-side code coverage and the server-side code coverage is not the goal of this work. The following example shows how state expansion can affect the code coverage.

Example 1: Figure 3 depicts a simple JavaScript code.

Fig. 3. Simple JavaScript code snippet.

Fig. 4. A simple DOM instance.

The code coverage impact for a state $s$, denoted by $CI(s)$, is defined as the amount of increase in the code coverage after $s$ is created. Considering the example again, when the Index page is loaded, the first two JavaScript lines are executed and thus initial coverage is $\frac{2}{27} = 7.4\%$, and the $CI(\text{Index})=0.074$. After executing `onclick="show()"`, coverage would reach $33.33\%$ with a $25.93\%$ increase and thus $CI(s1) = 0.259$. For each newly discovered state, we calculate the $CI$ in this manner. If a resulting state of an event is an already discovered state in the SFG, the $CI$ value will be updated if the new value is larger. The $CI$ score is taken into consideration when making decisions about expanding partially expanded states.

Path Diversity. Given a state-flow graph, states located on different branches are more likely to cover different navigational functionality (as in Section III-A) than those on a same path. Thus, guiding the exploration towards diversified paths can yield a better navigational functionality coverage.

Definition 3: A simple event path $P_s$, of state $s$, is a path on SFG from the Index node to $s$, without repeated nodes. \(\Box\)

Note that in our definition we only consider “simple paths” without repeated nodes to avoid the ambiguity of having cycles and loops, such as those shown in Figure 1, where for instance, there exists an infinite number of paths from Index to $s2$. We formulate the path similarity of two states $s_i$ and $s_j$ as:

$$PathSim(s_i, s_j) = \frac{2 \times |P_{s_i} \cap P_{s_j}|}{|P_{s_i}| + |P_{s_j}|}$$

(1)

where $|P_{s_i}|$ is the length of $P_{s_i}$, and $|P_{s_i} \cap P_{s_j}|$ denotes the number of shared events between $P_{s_i}$ and $P_{s_j}$. The path similarity notion captures the percentage of events shared by two simple paths. The less events two states share in their paths, the more diverse their navigational functionality. Thus, let $MaxPathSim(s_i, s_j)$ be the maximum path similarity of $s_i$ and $s_j$ considering all possible simple paths, from Index to $s_i$ and $s_j$, respectively. The path diversity of $s_i$ and $s_j$, denoted by $PD(s_i, s_j)$, is then calculated as:

$$PD(s_i, s_j) = 1 - MaxPathSim(s_i, s_j)$$

(2)

Example 2: Consider the running example of Figure 1. We calculate pair-wise path diversity scores for states $s4$, $s6$, and $s8$. $PathSim(s4, s6) = \frac{2 \times |P_{s4} \cap P_{s6}|}{|P_{s4}| + |P_{s6}|}$ can be computed in two ways as there exist two simple event paths from Index to $s6$:...
For $P_{s6}$ through $s1$, $PathSim(s4, s6) = \frac{2\times1}{4\times2} = \frac{1}{3}$, and for $P_{s6}$ through $s5$, $PathSim(s4, s6) = \frac{2\times0}{4\times2} = 0$. Thus $MaxPathSim(s4, s6) = \frac{1}{3}$ and $PD(s4, s6) = 1 - \frac{1}{3} = \frac{2}{3}$. Similarly, $PD(s4, s8)=1.0=1$, and $PD(s6, s8)=1.0=1$. This indicates that $s4$ and $s6$ are not that diverse with respect to other each, but they are very diverse with respect to $s8$. □

DOM Diversity. In many Web 2.0 applications, the DOM is mutated dynamically through JavaScript to reflect a state change, without requiring a URL change. Many of such changes are not likely to produce new states. We categorize web application user interface events into four groups based on their impact on the application state transitional behaviour: (1) An event that does not change the DOM state is called a self-loop, e.g., events that replace the DOM tree with an exact replica, e.g., refresh with no changes, or clear data in a form; (2) A state-independent event is an event that always causes the same resulting state, e.g., events that always result in the Index page; (3) A state-dependent event is an event that after its first execution, always causes the same state, when triggered from the same state. (4) A Nondeterministic event is an event that may results in a new state, regardless of where it is triggered from. Such events can result in different states when triggered from the same state. In Figure 1, for instance, $e0$ is a self-loop event, $e5$ is a state-independent event, and $e4$ is a state-dependent event.

A crawler that distinguishes between these different events can avoid self-loops, minimize state-independent and nondeterministic event executions, and emphasize state-dependent events to explore uncovered states. To that end, we define event productivity (EP) as follows.

Let $RS_i(e)$ denote the resulting state of the $i$-th execution of the event $e$, and $n$ be the total number of executions of $e$ (including the last execution). The event productivity ratio of $e$, denoted by $EP(e)$, is defined as:

$$EP(e) = \begin{cases} 1 & \text{if } n = 0 \\ \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{n} MinDD(RS_i(e))}{n} & \text{otherwise} \end{cases}$$

where $MinDD(RS_i(e)) = \min_{s \in SFG} \{DD(RS_i(e), s)\}$, i.e., the minimum diversity of $RS_i(e)$ and all existing states in the SFG. Note that $0 \leq EP(e) \leq 1$ and its value can change after each execution of $e$, while exploring.
The above definition captures three properties. Firstly, it gives the highest ratio to the unexecuted events (in case $n = 0$) since the resulting state is more likely to be a new state compared to already executed events. Naturally, this also helps in covering more of the JavaScript code, since the event-listeners typically trigger the execution of one or more JavaScript function(s). Secondly, it penalizes events that result in an already discovered state, such as self-loops and state-independent events, with $MinDD(RS_i(c))=0$. Thirdly, the productivity ratio is proportional to the structural diversity of the resulting state with respect to previously discovered states. This gives a higher productivity ratio to events that have resulted in more diverse structures, guiding the exploration towards more DOM diverse states.

**Remark 1.** We do not consider path-diversity ($PD$) in the calculation of $EP$. This is because when the execution of an event results in a new state, the resulting state shares much of its navigational path with the source state that leads to $PD$ close to 0, which discourages new state discovery. On the other hand, if the resulting state is an already discovered state in the SFG, its shortest path may not share much with other paths and therefore might get a high $PD$. This is also contrary to penalizing events causing already discovered states.

The next example shows how this definition is applied on self-loops, state-independent events, and forward-backward events.

**Example 4:** Consider Figure 1 again. For simplicity assume DOM diversity is 1 for new states and 0 for existing states. An example of a self-loop event is $e_0$. Assume that the first observation of $e_0$ is at state $Index$. Since we have never executed $e_0$ before, $EP(e_0) = 1$. After the first execution, $EP(e_0) = 0$, because $MinDD(Index) = 0$ as the diversity of the source state ($Index$) and the resulting state ($Index$) is 0. By the second execution, say at $s_1$, $EP(e_0) = 0$. Now consider $e_5$ as a state-independent event. For the first time, say at $s_1$, $EP(e_5) = 1$. After its first execution, $s_6$ is a new state (we assume diversity is 1), the productivity ratio will be $EP(e_5) = \frac{1}{5}$. However, the second execution results in a duplicate ($s_6$ again) and thus $EP(e_5) = \frac{1+0}{1+0} = 0.5$. Events $e_2$ and $e_3$ are examples of previous-next events (see Figure 4). After the first execution of $e_3$ at state $s_2$, $EP(e_3) = \frac{0}{0} = 0$, because $s_1$ was already in the SFG before executing $e_3$ and thus $MinDD(s_1)=0$. \hfill $\Box$

**Remark 2.** Prioritizing events only makes sense when we allow the crawler to exercise the same clickable multiple times. If the objective of the test model generation is to merely achieve high code coverage, then clicking on the same clickable again is unlikely to increase the code coverage; however, if the event is state-dependent or nondeterministic, multiple execution of the same clickable can have an impact on DOM and path diversity.

**E. Implementation**

Our proposed approach is implemented in a tool called FEEDEX, which is publicly available.\(^1\)

To explore Web 2.0 applications, we build on top of CRAWLJAX [19], [20]. The default engine supports both depth-first and breadth-first (multi-threaded, multi-browser) crawling strategies. FEEDEX replaces the default crawling strategy of CRAWLJAX (as described in [19]) with our feedback-directed exploration algorithm. The tool can be configured to constrain the state space, by setting parameters such as the maximum number of states to crawl, maximum crawling time, and search depth level.

As shown in Figure 2, FEEDEX intercepts and instruments the JavaScript code to collect execution traces while crawling. To parse and instrument the JavaScript code, we use Mozilla Rhino.\(^2\) After each event execution, FEEDEX analyzes the collected execution trace and measures the code coverage impact, which in turn is used in our overall exploration decision making.

State path diversity is calculated according to Equation 2 by finding simple paths (Definition 3) from $Index$ state to each state in the SFG. In order to compute each simple event path, we apply a DFS traversal from the $Index$ state to a state node in the SFG and disregard already visited ones to avoid cycles or loops. For the computation of the tree edit distance for DOM state diversity as in Equation 3, we take advantage of the Robust Tree Edit Distance (RTED) algorithm [27], which has optimal $O(n^3)$ worst case complexity and is robust, where $n$ is the maximum number of nodes of the two given trees. Considering that the number of nodes in a typical DOM tree is relatively small, the overhead of the DOM diversity computation is negligible.

In order to calculate the productivity ratio for an event, we store, for each event, a set of tuples comprising of source and target states, corresponding to all the previous executions of that event.

**IV. Empirical Evaluation**

To assess the efficacy of the proposed feedback-directed exploration, we have conducted a controlled experiment. Our main research question is whether our proposed exploration technique is able to derive a better test model compared to traditional exhaustive methods.

Our experimental data along with the implementation of FEEDEX are available for download.\(^1\)

**A. Experimental Objects**

Because our approach is targeted towards Web 2.0 applications, our selection criteria included applications that (1) use extensive client-side JavaScript, (2) are based on dynamic DOM manipulation and AJAX interactions, and (3) fall under different domains. Based on these criteria, we selected six open source applications from different domains which are shown in Table 1. We use CLOC\(^3\) to count the JavaScript lines of code (JS LOC). The reported LOC in Table 1 is excluding blank lines, comment lines, and JavaScript libraries such as jQuery, DWR, Scriptaculous, Prototype, Bootstrap,

\(^1\)http://salt.ece.ubc.ca/content/feedex/

\(^2\)https://github.com/mozilla/rhino/

\(^3\)http://cloc.sourceforge.net
TABLE I
EXPERIMENTAL OBJECTS (STATISTICS EXCLUDING BLANK/COMMENT LINES, AND JAVASCRIPT LIBRARIES).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>JS LOC</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Resource</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>CheeseGame</td>
<td>198</td>
<td>A JavaScript-based simple game</td>
<td>p4wn.sourceforge.net</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>TacirFormBuilder</td>
<td>209</td>
<td>A JavaScript-based simple HTML form builder</td>
<td><a href="https://github.com/ekinertac/TacirFormBuilder">https://github.com/ekinertac/TacirFormBuilder</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>TinuLast</td>
<td>782</td>
<td>An ATAX-based todo lists manager in J2EE and MySQL</td>
<td>julien-dubois.com/tindu-lists/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>PhotoGallery</td>
<td>1535</td>
<td>An ATAX-based photo gallery in PHP without MySQL</td>
<td>sourceforge.net/projects/rephormer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>TinyMCE</td>
<td>26908</td>
<td>A JavaScript-based WYSIWYG editor</td>
<td>tinymce.com</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE II
STATE-SPACE EXPLORATION METHODS EVALUATED.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Exploration Criteria</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DFS</td>
<td>Expand the last partially expanded state</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BFS</td>
<td>Expand the first partially expanded state</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RND</td>
<td>Randomly expand a partially expanded state</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FEEDEX</td>
<td>Expand the partially expanded state with the highest score ((w_C1 = 1, w_PD = 0.5, w_DD = 0.3)), and prioritize events</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

and google-analytics. Note that we also exclude these libraries in the instrumentation step.

B. Experimental Setup

All our experiments are performed on a core-2 Duo 2.40GHz CPU with 3.46 GB memory, running Windows 7 and Firefox web browser.

1) Independent Variables: We compare our feedback-directed exploration approach with different traditional exploration strategies.

Exploration Constraints. We confine the designated exploration time for deriving a test model to 300 seconds (5 minutes) for all the experimental runs.\(^4\) We set no limits on the crawling depth nor the maximum number of states to be discovered. We configure the tool to allow multiple executions of the same clickable element, as the same clickable can cause different resulting states.

State-space Exploration. Table II presents the different state expansion strategies we evaluate in the first part of our experiment. The first three (DFS, BFS, RND) are exhaustive crawling methods. DFS expands states in a depth-first fashion, i.e., the last discovered state would be expanded next. BFS applies breath-first exploration by expanding the first discovered state next. RND performs random exploration in which a partially expanded state is chosen uniformly at random to be expanded next. Note that for these traditional exhaustive exploration methods we consider the original event execution strategy, i.e., a user-defined order for clicking on elements. For this experiment, the order is defined as: A, DIV, SPAN, IMG, BUTTON, INPUT, and TD. The last method is an instantiation of our feedback-directed exploration score (See Equation 4) where \(w_{C1} = 1\), \(w_{PD} = 0.5\), and \(w_{DD} = 0.3\). We empirically evaluated different weightings and found this setting among other settings can generally produce good results. FEEDEX prioritizes clickable elements based on the event productivity ratio EP (Equation 5) and executes them in that order (see Section III-D).

2) Dependent Variables: We analyze the impact of different state-space exploration strategies on the code coverage, the overall average path diversity and DOM diversity, as well as the size of the derived test model.

Code Coverage Score. We measure the final statement code coverage achieved by each method, after 5 minutes of exploration. In order to measure the JavaScript code coverage, we instrument the JavaScript code as explained in Section III-E.

Diversity Scores. In order to measure the path diversity of a SFG, we measure average pair-wise navigational diversity of leaf nodes (states without any outgoing edges) since the position of the leaf nodes in the graph is an indication of the diversity of its event paths (i.e., paths from the Index node to the leaves). The \(AvgPD\) is defined as:

\[
AvgPD(SFG) = \frac{\sum_{s_i, s_j \in L(V)} PD(s_i, s_j)}{2 \cdot m \cdot (m - 1)}
\]

where \(L(V)\) denotes the set of leaf nodes in the SFG and \(m = |L(V)|\), i.e., the number of leaf nodes. This value is in the range of 0 to 1.

To assess the page structural diversity of the derived test models from each method, we compute the overall average pair-wise structural diversity \((AvgDD)\) in the derived SFG as:

\[
AvgDD(SFG) = \frac{\sum_{s_i, s_j \in V} DD(s_i, s_j)}{2 \cdot n \cdot (n - 1)}
\]

where \(n = |V|\), i.e., the number of states in the SFG and \(AvgDD\) is in the range of 0 to 1.

Test Model and Test Suite Size. As discussed in Section III-A, the derived test model (SFG) can be used to generate test cases through different graph traversal and coverage methods. The event size of the derived test model has a direct impact on the number and size of test cases that can be generated, regardless of the test generation method used. We consider (1) the number of edges (events) in the SFG, as the size of test model, and (2) the number of “distinct” simple event paths in the SFG, as the size of test suite (equal to the number of all possible Selenium\(^5\) test cases generated from the test model). Two simple event paths (Definition 3) are distinct if they visit different sequence of states. Note that simple event paths can not have cycles or loops. As described in Section III-E, simple paths are generated using DFS traversal from the Index state to every other state in the SFG.

\(^4\)Dedicating 5–10 minutes to test generation is acceptable in most testing environments [13].

\(^5\)http://seleniumhq.org
C. Results and Findings

Table III shows the results of different exploration methods. We report the average values obtained from the six experimental objects. For the random state expansion method (RND), we report the average values over five runs. The table shows statement code coverage, navigational path diversity (AvgPD), page structural diversity (AvgDD), number of edges (events) as well as the number of distinct paths in the derived test model.

Results present that for FEEDEx, there is on average between (min–max%) 10–28% improvement on the final statement coverage (after 5 minutes), 7–4000% on path diversity, 23–130% on page structural diversity, 38–86% reduction in the number of edges, and 42–61% reduction in the distinct paths in the test model. It is evident from the results that FEEDEx is capable of generating test models that are enhanced in all aspects compared to the traditional exploration methods. Test models created using FEEDEx have smaller size (thus need less time to execute test cases) and higher code coverage and state diversity. The simultaneous improvement in all the evaluation criteria points to the the effectiveness of our state expansion and event execution strategy.

Given the limited amount of exploration time, we believe the achieved improvements for code coverage is substantial. Our approach also significantly increases the average DOM diversity compared to the RND method. Note that the main reason for having small AvgDD values for all the methods, is the normalization by the large number of possible pair-wise links in the computation of AvgDD (Equation 7). There is a low improvement of 7% achieved by FEEDEx over BFS with respect to the navigational path diversity (AvgPD). This is expected due to the fact that BFS, by its nature, generates models with many branches that do not share too many event paths, and are more sparse, compared to the other methods. The amount of shared paths also contribute to reducing the number of distinct paths, thus reducing the size of test suite. Therefore, although there is some improvement, FEEDEx cannot improve AvgPD significantly compared to BFS. Among traditional methods, DFS is the least effective. Specifically, AvgPD achieved by DFS is much lower than others due to the fact that it keeps expanding states in the same branch in most cases, and FEEDEx can improve the navigational diversity significantly (4000%).

While evaluating different weights in FEEDEx scoring function, we found that assigning 1 to $w_{DD}$ and 0 to the rest, is effective in producing more structural diverse models, if an application has many different DOM states, such as PhotoGallery, and not that effective for applications with minimum DOM changes, such as ChessGame (a chess board that remains relatively the same). Similarly, assigning 1 to $w_{PD}$ and 0 to the rest, is more effective in increasing AvgPD in applications with many navigational branches (features) such as TinyMCE. In general, feedback-directed exploration technique, with the settings we used, is superior over the exhaustive methods with respect to all aspects of generated test models. Considering the significant improvements achieved by using FEEDEx, the computational overhead of our method is negligible.

V. DISCUSSION

Limitations. A limitation of FEEDEx is that the maximum effectiveness depends on the weights used in the scoring function (Equation 4) and on the application state-space and functionality, which is not known in advance. For example in our other experiments we observed that setting $w_{DD}, w_{PD} = 0$ and $w_{CI} = 1$, can generate test models with higher code coverage but less diversity and larger test model size. In general, the setting we used in this paper can generate a test model which enhances all aspects of a test model compared to traditional methods. We do not claim that Equation 4 is the best way to combine CI, PD, and DD, or the weights that we empirically found, always outperform previous work. Instead, we rely on the intuition of the feedback-directed heuristic which we believe effectively works most of the time.

Applications. The main application of our technique is in automated testing of Web 2.0 applications. The automatically derived test model, for instance, can be used to generate different types of test cases used for invariant-based assertions after each event, regression testing, cross-browser testing [4], [7], [16], [18], [20], [22]. Our exploration technique towards higher client-side code coverage can also help with a more accurate detection of unused/dead JavaScript code [21]. Moreover, FEEDEx is generic in terms of its scoring function, thus by changing the fitness function (line 6 of Algorithm 1), it can generate a test model based on other user-defined criteria.

Threats to Validity. A threat to the external validity of our experiment is with regard to the generalization of the results to other web applications. We acknowledge that more web applications should be evaluated to support the conclusions. To mitigate this threat we selected our experimental objects from four different domains: gallery, task management, game, and editor. The selected Web 2.0 applications exhibit varia-
tions in functionality and structure and we believe they are representative of modern web applications.

One threat to the internal validity of our experiment is related to the evaluation metrics including AvgDD and AvgPD proposed by the authors of the paper based on which the effectiveness of FEEDEx is evaluated. However, we believe these metrics capture different properties of a test model as described in Section III.

With respect to reliability of our results, FEEDEx and all the web-based systems are publicly available, making the experiment reproducible.

VI. RELATED WORK

Crawling Web Applications. Web crawling techniques for traditional hypertext-based websites have been extensively studied in the past two decades. More related to our work is the idea behind “scoped crawling” [25] to constrain the exploration to webpages that fall within a particular scope; this way, obtaining relevant content becomes more efficient than through a comprehensive crawl. Well-known examples of scoped crawling include hidden-web crawling [15] and focused crawling [17]. Scope can also be defined in terms of geography, language, genre, format, and other content-based properties of webpages. All these techniques focus on the textual contents of webpages. Our approach, on the other hand, is geared towards functionality coverage of a web application under test.

Crawling modern Web 2.0 applications engenders more challenges due to the dynamic client-side processing (through JavaScript and AJAX calls), and is relatively a new research area [5], [9], [19]. Many web testing techniques [2], [4], [7], [16], [18], [20], [22], [23], [33], [34] depend on data gathered and models generated through crawling. However, such techniques rely on exhaustive search methods. To the best of our knowledge, this work is the first to propose a feedback-directed exploration of web applications that enhances different aspects of a test model.

Some metrics have been proposed to measure crawling effectiveness and diversity. Marchetto et al. [2] propose crawlability metrics that capture the degree to which a crawler is able to explore the web application. These metrics combine dynamic measurements such as code coverage, with static indicators, such as lines of code and cyclomatic complexity. Their crawlability metrics are geared towards the server-side of web applications. Regarding our diversity metrics, although the notion of diversity has been used for classifying search query results [1], [28], [29], we propose new metrics for capturing state and navigational diversity as two aspects of a web application test model.

More related to our work are guided test generation [33] and efficient AJAX crawling techniques [5], [6], [8]. Thummalapenta et al. [33] recently proposed a guided test generation technique for web applications, called WATEG. Their work crawls the application in an exhaustive manner, but directs test generation towards higher coverage of specific business rules, i.e., business logic of an application’s GUI. Our work differs from WATEG in two aspects. Firstly, we guide the exploration and not the test generation, and secondly, our objective is to increase code coverage and state diversity, and at the same time decrease test model size. Efficient strategies for AJAX crawling [5], [6], [8] try to discover as many states as possible in the shortest amount of time. The goal of our work is, however, not to crawl the complete state-space as soon as possible (which is infeasible for many industrial web applications), but to drive a partial model, which adequately covers different desired properties of the application.

Static analysis. Researchers have used static analysis to detect bugs and security vulnerabilities in web apps [11], [35]. Jensen et al. [14] model the DOM as a set of abstract JavaScript objects. However, they acknowledge that there are substantial gaps in their static analysis, which can result in false-positives. Because JavaScript is a highly dynamic language, such static techniques typically restrict themselves to a subset of the language. In particular, they ignore dynamic JavaScript interactions with the DOM, which is error-prone and challenging to detect and resolve [24].

Dynamic Analysis. Dynamic analysis and automated testing of JavaScript-based web applications has gained more attention in the recent past. Marchetto et al. [16] proposed a state-based testing technique for AJAX applications in which semantically interacting event sequences are generated for testing. Mesbah et al. proposed [20] an automated technique for generating test cases with invariants from models inferred through dynamic crawling. JArt [22] and DoDOM [26] dynamically derive invariants for the JavaScript code and the DOM respectively. Such inferred invariants are used for automated regression and robustness testing.

Artemis [3] is a JavaScript testing framework that uses feedback-directed random testing to generate test inputs. Compared to FEEDEx, Artemis randomly generates test inputs, executes the application with those inputs and uses the gathered information to generated test inputs. FEEDEx on the other hand, explores the application by dynamically running it and building a state-flow graph that can be used for test generation. The strength of FEEDEx is that it guides the application at runtime towards a better code and more diverse navigational and structural coverage.

Kudzu [30] combines symbolic execution of JavaScript with random test generation to explore sequence of events and produce input values depending on the execution of the control flow paths. Their approach uses a complex string constraint solver to increase the code coverage by producing acceptable input string values. In our work we did not intend to increase the code coverage by considering the problem of input generation for the crawler and only focused on improving the crawling strategy. Compared to Kudzu, FEEDEx is much simpler, more automated, and does not require such heavy computation.

VII. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

An enabling technique commonly used for automating web application testing and analysis is crawling. In this paper we
proposed four aspects of a test model that can be derived by crawling, including functionality coverage, navigational coverage, page structural coverage, and size of the test model. We have presented a generic feedback-directed exploration approach, called FeeDEx, to guide the exploration towards client-side states and events that produce a test model with enhanced aspects. Our experiment on six Web 2.0 applications shows that FeeDEx yields higher code coverage, diversity, and smaller test models, compared to traditional exhaustive methods (DFS, BFS, and random).

In this work, we only measure the client-side coverage. In future work, we intend to include the server-side code coverage in the feedback loop to our guided exploration engine. Our state expansion method is currently based on a memory-less greedy algorithm. We plan to incorporate a learning mechanism into the approach to improve its effectiveness. Finally, we will continue to conduct more experiments on different types of web applications.
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